Computed tomography scan versus ventilation-perfusion lung scan in the detection of pulmonary embolism.
This study compared the sensitivity and specificity of computed tomography (CT) scan and ventilation-perfusion (V-P) scan in detecting pulmonary embolism (PE) with pulmonary angiogram (AG) as the reference standard. Following a comprehensive search of the indexed medical literature, CT scan studies related to PE diagnosis were systematically evaluated to select those using AG as the reference standard and meeting specified methodologic criteria. Studies were further grouped by those reporting results for central PE findings only versus central and peripheral PE combined. A composite analysis of data derived from seven selected publications yielded sensitivity and specificity estimates for CT scan in detecting PE, which were statistically compared to the published results of a multi-center study reporting the sensitivity and specificity of the V-P scan with pulmonary AG as the reference standard. The calculated CT scan sensitivity was 77% for central PE only data and 81% for central and peripheral PE combined data, and the CT scan specificity was 91% and 98%, respectively. High-probability V-P scan sensitivity was 41% and specificity 97%; high- and intermediate-probability V-P scans combined yielded sensitivity 83% and specificity 52%. The sensitivity for PE detection was significantly greater for CT scan than for high-probability V-P scan; CT scan sensitivity was equivalent to V-P when high- and intermediate-probability scans were considered together. CT scan specificity for central and peripheral PE combined was equivalent to that of the high-probability V-P scan, but significantly greater than that of high- and intermediate-probability V-P scans considered together. Considering that only a small proportion of patients with suspected PE yield high-probability V-P scan results (which are usually indicative of PE), while as many as one-half of patients may yield intermediate-probability results (which are commonly not useful in PE diagnosis), our results suggest the CT scan may be an appropriate study for use by Emergency Physicians in the clinical evaluation of suspected PE.